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NOTE FROM THE EDITORS

Dear Readers,
 As the semester dwindles and we all think about going home, we have to remember 
that home isn’t always the house we grew up in. Home can be found within a person, a 
location we’re not bound to by a mortgage or electric bills, or through specific feelings. 
Home can be the run-down town we find ourselves mocking at every twist and turn, 
or it can only be reached through a whimsical longing. Regardless of our distinctive 
definitions, the homes that we all individually connect to are and will always be a place to 
find solace in, to create in, and to dwell in–and after the cessation of the semester we hope 
you will return there. 
 The work you’re about to read is a selection of creative work that encompasses all 
aspects of the homes we know and the homes we don’t. 

Thank you for your continued support. We hope you enjoy this issue. 
 -INKWELL EXECUTIVE BOARD
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 She never talked about her home. I’d known her for a couple of years 
now, and yet not once had she mentioned a family, or even a hometown.
 “Mia,” Avery said carefully, turning to look at me as we walked down 
the sidewalk, our boots crunching through the freshly fallen snow, “I should 
probably tell you something.”
 I stopped dead in my tracks. What was I supposed to make of that? It 
sounded like she was about to drop something on me; something bad.
 “And what might that be?” I asked slowly, a wary tone to my voice as I 
slowly started to walk again.
 We were in Peterborough, New Hampshire, a quaint little town in the 
southern part of the state with only about 6,500 residents. I had never heard 
of the place until earlier today when Avery had declared that “she had to do 
something that she should have done a long time ago,” and told me to get in 
the car.
 We had driven the roughly 240 miles from New York City to the little 
town on Christmas Eve, and after several hours of questioning while sitting 
through painfully slow traffic, Avery finally explained that we were going 
“home.” Now, at about 11:30, and on Christmas Eve no less, we were trudging 
through the snow towards a little red house at the end of the road. The porch 
light glowed warmly in the freezing air, and a Christmas wreath hung on the 
door.
 As we approached the steps, Avery took a deep breath and then 
declared, “I didn’t tell my parents I was coming, and…” she trailed off, a 
pained look flashing across her face before she quickly added, “And I haven’t 
been home in 10 years.”
 I let out a breath I hadn’t even realized I was holding. “Ah,” I said 
quietly, my eyes drifting to the ground, “Are things...bad?” We had shared an 
apartment in the city for the past three years, but this was news to me.
 Avery sighed, rubbing her hands together in an attempt to warm 
them as she stopped at the foot of the stairs. “They didn’t want me to be an 
actor. They didn’t want me to have to go through the whole “starving artist” 
bullshit, but I wouldn’t hear it. So, I left.” Her matter-of-fact tone was tense, as 
if remembering this hurt her more than she let on.
 Understanding, I looked up at her once more, and gave her a 
reassuring smile. “They’re your parents, Av,” I said softly, “I’m sure it’ll be 
fine.”

“Welcome Home” | Kiersten Björk
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 “No, Mia, I haven’t even talked to them. No texts. No phone calls. 
Nothing.” Avery’s brow was creased in frustration, and I wondered if it was 
directed more towards her parents or herself.
 I turned my gaze to the front door. “You want to knock?” I asked 
gently, “You’re here now, don’t you want to see them?”
 Avery shifted her weight from foot to foot, indicating her discomfort. 
“They don’t want to see me, this was a terrible idea, I’m sorry I dragged you 
here.”
 I waited, and sure enough, after a moment’s pause, she heaved a 
somewhat exasperated sigh and, gathering her courage, she climbed the 
steps.
 She knocked on the door, and then quickly took a step back as muffled 
voices could be heard in reply. Footsteps echoed in the hall as someone 
approached the door, but as the handle turned, Avery spun on her heel and 
ran down the steps, leaving me standing alone on the porch as the door 
swung open and a middle-aged woman stepped out. She gave me a curious 
look.
 “Can I help you?” she asked, looking me up and down, before her eyes 
moved to Avery. My friend’s back was to the woman, her shoulders hunched, 
hands shoved deep into the pockets of her coat. The woman stopped and 
looked at me again for a moment, a question in her eyes, before she turned 
over her shoulder and called for her husband. Before he could answer, she 
had let the door swing shut behind her and was down the steps. As her 
husband finally opened the door, I couldn’t help but smile as he then ran 
down the steps to join his wife in hugging their daughter.
 “Welcome home, Avery,” her mother murmured, tears in her eyes, 
“Welcome home.”
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 Home started with Panera Bread. The fast food chain with the corner 
booth. I think that was when home was simple. When home was just filled 
with ideas, expectations, and desires about leaving it all behind. 
 Home grew into an underwater classroom. Long black desks all lined 
up for the regularly, scheduled Friday meetings. The putrid smell of sea life, 
recycled garbage, and floor cleaner– but hey, that’s sustainability. 
 Home suddenly transformed into beach parking lots. Talking for hours 
with a bottle of trumoo and some baby bell cheeses to keep you company. 
A cop tapping on the side of the van and telling you to leave. So, we’d move 
onto another lot. All the beach parking lots of Long Island blurring together. 
Nights of endless black sky and desolate beaches. 
 Home is always moving. A Toyota Camry speeding down an unknown 
highway at 80 miles per hour. The stale scent of cigarettes and a fresh breeze 
from the open windows. A green light illuminating on a dashboard as it 
blasted music from our past. There were never discussions, we just drove. 
 Home finally became living rooms. One in an apartment, one in a 
house. Both filled with warmth. A dog in one, a couple cats in the other– 
always there for our amusement. Discussions battling maturity and the 
unknown instead of embracing it like we once did. 
 Home has always been a group of people, moving to different places 
over different areas. Home will always be a group of people, no matter where 
we go, no matter what we do.

“Home Is...” | Katherine Klima ‘20
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 It seemed to happen all at once, one day on the right side of June. 
The air was still trying to shake off the last bits of winter and because of its 
stubbornness, I was wrapped up in a thin sweater left to me in an aunt’s 
will. The holes and tears echoing memories long forgotten. I sat on my front 
stoop leaning against one of the coffee-stained posts watching the moon 
rise up to cut the sky into quarters, the stars moving out of the way sullenly. 
The imperious moon didn’t seem to care, as it welcomed, almost beckoned, 
the activity the night, ordering the wind to whisper around and start the 
festivities. My neighbors doors flung open suddenly- bam, bam, bam - 
creating some beat, some riddle, that only they knew. Kids of all ages poured 
out onto the dimly lit streets, their starburst giggles filling the air quickly, 
seeming to choke that last bit of winter holding on. 
 They ran down the street, the older kids quickly starting up a soccer 
game on the left side of the street, pausing for a moment for a relatively 
soft-spoken fight about skill overshadowing age and I turned my head to 
watch the little ones tottling off to the right, whispering among themselves 
about looking through the small patch of woods for the fairy houses they 
left last year. The adults were next, filing out at a liquid pace with the leftover 
neighbors following them with the equally loud - bam, bam, bam - adding to 
the score of the night. I watched them file into the backyard of my neighbor 
to the right, 483, and their voices crescendoed as new friends met old friends 
and old friends met new friends and new friends met new friends and old 
friends caught up with old friends on the happenings of the year. 
 The sun had finally said its last goodbyes, its desperate attempts to hold 
onto the horizon not yet successful and the soccer game came to a close, the 
victors cheered like barbarians during battle, running up and down the field 
arms stretched wide like the birds above a diamond coated lake somewhere 
far away from here or maybe closer than we thought, while the little ones left 
the woods with koi painted cheeks, arms filled with the pinecones the fairies 
left them over the migratory season. The pinecones and soccer balls were 
abandoned suddenly, in favor of sea glass jars, dust remaining from their 
stay in the basement was easily blown off, while the sticky label remnants 
remained, keeping the jars glued to their pudgy little hands.
 I rested as they waited, breaths held together as one, for the star of 
the night to reveal itself. The orchestra of the evening came to a pianissimo, 
the voices next door hushed in anticipation and then suddenly, as if they 
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“Gatsby” | Molly Lamendola ‘22



expected a grand debut, the gold-encrusted bugs revealed themselves to us, 
their besotted audience. The children cheered loudly, the sound bouncing off 
the tar-painted streets and the adults next door laughed, as their conversation 
moved to discuss the past, and how much they wished the years didn’t run 
past as fast as they did, leaving them breathless and sore, aches in their bones.
 The scene in front of me picked up its pace as the children darted back 
and forth, trying and failing to get the little starlit bugs into their jars. The 
older ones would catch the bugs in their own jars and hand them off to their 
little brothers and sisters, before grabbing their little brothers and sisters’  jars 
and catching some more. When all the jars were filled and pushed off to the 
side, leaving the bugs alone to gossip among themselves, the children would 
all sit down in a oddly shaped circle and discuss what the future would bring 
- swimming and summer camp and trips to the beach and popsicles that 
melted down hands and cheeks and sun burns that would last so long they’d 
have to go as lobsters for Halloween and long days filled with nothings and 
short days filled with so many somethings that they would hardly be able to 
catch a breath. I could simply feel it in the bronze-coated air. Summer had 
begun.
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As we go about life, we find comfort and inevitably latch onto it. 

We become so comfortable, that we begin to make other people, places, and 

things, our own personal homes. 

We claim these things as our own. 

We make them our sanctuaries. 

Our home, becomes a place to elicit comfort and belonging amidst the 

desolate isolation life grants us. 

Be careful who, and what you call home. 

This false sense of comfort is often short lived. 

People, places, and things, are only temporary. 

As the tides of life change, the roles of comfort change. 

One day you’ll wake up, and realize all of life’s changes have left you 

homeless. 

Remember, at the end of the day, all you have is yourself. 

You are your home. 

And you are more than enough. 

When you are at home within yourself, you will find belonging wherever you 

go. 

-I am at home with me. 

“Ho(me)” | Erica Lynch ‘22



This place is called my home

It doesn’t exist

One minute it’s Mars

And the other it’s Ohio

Shorter than a dwarf, but larger than a gnome

Shabba dabba-yabba

Badda Bing, Pong Ping

Dang dirty rock place

Looks like a callus

Broken ribs and stinging head

That’s just hornets in his head

Look how that Man will roam

There once was a Star

He thought he was God

And he blew up near a space car

The backseat fired at me

A jellybean bullet in a satin dome

To my right is the Milky Way

The left is McDonalds on ice

My little Machine, 

She works for the Dream

From a Tricky Dick Nixon called Jerome
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Self-help is Pleh-fles

Not much sense

This isn’t a poem

It’s just my dream

But it isn’t a dream

Just my imagination

As I write this poem

Applesauce, Religion 101

Finals, Vacation

Jack Stauber, Hamantha

Is all I spew out

As weird fizzing foam



Title: HOME
By: Paul Bova

Hell yeah I’m home

Hornets
Occupy
My
Entire fucking house

Title: WASPY
By: Paul Bova

Yeah Hobby Lobby is WASPY

Weapons
Across
Sketchy
Ports
You can use against your neighbors

Title: memes
By: Paul Bova

yeah I like memes

Mass
Entertainment
Made
Extremely
Simple
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A day without sweet smelling lilac wind

A classroom filled with strangers and sin

Run my hands over my skin in the shower

Deep belly laughter with close friends holding a flower

Memorizing a landscape and its horizon

Scared to see ghosts but walking with abandon

Fingering the grass beneath my stomach

I’m in love with life and on my way back to Suffolk

Crumbling foundation and broken windows greet me

As I inch closer to the edge, closer to the sea

“Haunted House” | Bronwyn Kelly ‘19



 You were my childhood home. And in some ways, I never left you.
In your front yard, I rode my first bike; first with training wheels, later 
without.
 In your driveway, I learned to skate with my pink Barbie rollerblades 
in tentative, jagged lines, until I was able to swirl swift circles around the 
neighborhood.
 Inside your kitchen, I learned to cook- or tried to, anyway- strange, 
doughy, concoctions with too much sugar and not enough salt, and one time, 
even an orange peel found its way into a failed recipe. 
 I would learn later that sugar wasn’t a good thing, that you had to 
shred orange peel, not dice it, and just a dash of salt was enough to add flavor 
to a batch of cookies. 
 But that would come later. You knew me at the beginning. Before 
anything.
 I was five years old then. I ate spanakopita from Elvira’s inside of your 
dining room, the flaky crust falling onto the floor. I cleaned up afterwards, so 
you didn’t mind. (Probably not). 
 Inside of your living room, I hosted play-dates with my kindergarten 
friends, who begged me not to enforce the tight schedule I had so carefully 
planned out for the day. (Eventually, I learned to listen to others and to 
compromise, but not then.) 
 Inside one of your bedrooms, I had idyllic dreams, and at least one 
nightmare about being left alone to find my family had left me and only 
monsters were left in their place, and then even the monsters disappeared.
 Inside another one of your bedrooms, the room adorned with 
perfumed clothes, stacks of books and patterned scarves, I tried on my 
mother’s red lipstick while attempting to balance in her too-high heels. 
I remember falling cleanly on your wooden floor and laughing, because 
everything was a game back then.
 I remember standing in your living room when I saw Granduncle’s 
body get carried out of the house in a body bag, and I knew then he was 
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never coming back. 
 Outside in your backyard, I made snowballs and snowmen in the 
winter, my hands frigid and freezing even underneath my sparkly blue gloves 
and my red ladybug coat, and I wondered about Casper the Friendly Ghost, 
who had died in a snowstorm.
 I remember the scent of rosemary in your garden in the spring. Wild 
mint, fragrant and exciting and relaxing at the same time, grew in stalks. Fat 
honeybees buzzed, their bodies hopping up and down with fervor as they 
traveled from flower to flower, their bodies sticky with yellow fuzz. Later that 
year in kindergarten, I would learn from the “Bees” book that the yellow fuzz 
was pollen, but not then. 
 There were roses in your garden, pink with yellow, red with white, 
yellow with red… The thorns always pricked me when I tried to smell the 
roses, but I didn’t mind. Later, I would learn to navigate around the thorns, 
but not then. 
 I remember the last day I spent with you. All of our furniture was 
gone, packed away in the moving vans, and my mom and I sat on green 
mattresses and ate Chinese food out of takeout containers. 
 I was sad. I was five years old, and you were the only home I had ever 
known. Where would I go now? Would I ever make new friends? Why did 
we have to leave?
 I swore the day I left I would come back to you. I looked outside the 
window of my parents’ green Plymouth station wagon and called out you as 
we drove away. “I’m coming back, house!  I’m going to come back and one 
day, I’ll buy you back again!” 
 Maybe I will. 



 One Thursday afternoon after school my mom reminded me of the 
fact that Goodwill was supposed to pick up garbage bags full of clothing 
donations, and she sent me to our front porch to see if they had made their 
journey down our driveway and seized our bags in the same manner a pigeon 
would a french fry: swoop in and leave with it immediately. I checked the 
porch only to see that the bags were still there, piled on top of each other like 
nesting bowls. I told my mom and she opened her address book to find their 
number.
 She tucked the phone between her shoulder and ear. “You didn’t pick 
up my donations!” she exclaimed, followed by “I live in Carmel.” She stood 
there in silence as the person on the other end spoke.
 When she hung up the phone I asked, “what happened?”
 “They said they picked up our donations,” she said, staring at me, 
her face washed blank with confusion. But there was a moment when her 
confusion turned to shock, completely cadaver-like, simply lifeless and pale. 
“Oh my god. Goodwill took our garbage.”
 I imagined the workers ripping open the bags of putrescible waste 
masquerading as clothing. Fermenting liquids warmed up from the morning 
sun amid banana peels, cat litter, curdled milk. Every time someone would 
enter the area they’d be gunned down by waves of nauseating stink, acrid 
smells. They’d curse, maybe search the surrounding donations for a gas mask. 
Our local Goodwill no longer accepts our donations. This is typical for the 
people of Carmel, typical for Carmel itself. You’ll never see it on a screen—
except for a quick scene in a 2002 Adam Sandler movie filmed at our local 
Wendy’s, and even then, most of the background was photoshopped.
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 I often find myself dwelling on home: my small piece of solace in the 

North Atlantic.

 While an ocean away, it feels as though it’s worlds apart from this 

somber reality to which I am condemned and exiled not by choice, but by 

sheer circumstance. When I feel as though the walls are closing in on me, 

as if there’s no hope to be felt in this unrelenting sea of people I know I 

really don’t belong to, I think of home. To picture the endless green glens of 

Antrim, to walk along the old harbor at Newcastle, and to see her longing 

blueish gray eyes once more; all of this and more conjure up images of where 

I belong. Often times you long for home and your heart yearns to see the 

rolling green hills again, but you know that you can never really go back. She 

calls you home, yet you can never answer. All home really is at this point is a 

distant memory, which one can long to relive, but can never return to. Home 

is something one can look on in fondness, but do we really know home?

“A Longing” | Connor O’Rourke ‘20
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